Identification of Eya3 and TAC1 as long-day signals in the sheep pituitary
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Summary

Seasonally breeding mammals such as sheep use photoperiod, encoded by the nocturnal secretion of the pineal hormone melatonin, as a critical cue to drive hormone rhythms and synchronise reproduction to the most optimal time of year [1,2]. Melatonin acts directly on the pars tuberalis (PT) of the pituitary, regulating expression of thyrotropin (TSH) which then relays messages back to the hypothalamus to control reproductive circuits [3,4]. In addition, a second local intra-pituitary circuit controls seasonal prolactin (PRL) release via a currently uncharacterised low molecular weight peptide(s) termed tuberalin(s) of PT origin [5–7]. Studies in birds identified the transcription factor Eya3 as the first molecular response activated by long photoperiods (LP) [8].

Using arrays and in situ hybridization studies, we show Eya3 as the strongest LP activated gene in sheep, revealing a common photoperiodic molecular response activated by long photoperiods (LP) [8]. We also identified TAC1 (encoding the tachykinins Substance P and Neurokinin A; NKA) to be strongly activated by LP within the sheep PT. We show that these PRL secretagogues act on primary pituitary cells, and are thus candidates for the elusive PT-expressed “tuberalin” seasonal hormone regulator.
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Results and Discussion
Seasonal neuroendocrine regulation by the Pars Tuberalis

In birds and mammals, the PT operates as a crucial relay conveying thyroid-dependent effects of photoperiod change to local hypothalamic pathways governing reproductive changes [3]. Recent studies in the Japanese quail examined the pattern of gene activation following exposure to reproductive stimulatory LP. This revealed that TSHβ and the transcriptional co-factor eyes absent-3 (Eya3) were the first genes activated in the PT on Day 1 following LP exposure [8]. In seasonal mammals, the PT is also known to play a direct role in the regulation of annual prolactin (PRL) cycle. This hormone is strongly photoperiodic, with secretion rising over the first few days of LP exposure [9]. Studies in both sheep and seasonal rodent models (Syrian hamsters) show that ex vivo PT cultures secrete a low molecular weight (1–10 kDa) peptidergic PRL releasing factor (termed “tuberalin(s)”), which drives seasonal PRL secretion from dispersed cultures of anterior pituitary cells [5–7], and “tuberalin” activity is modified by the prior photoperiodic regime which animals were exposed to (augmented during LP exposure [7]). Further, hypothalamo-disconnection experiments in sheep demonstrate robust photoperiodic rhythms of PRL following severance of the anatomical links between the pituitary and secretory nerve terminals of the hypothalamus [10]. Thus, seasonal PRL response depends on a local paracrine PRL-stimulating factor of PT origin acting on distal lactotroph cells. This second circuit has so far only been described in mammals, and the identity of tuberalin(s) has remained enigmatic.

Array studies reveal novel PT activated gene in sheep following LP stimulation

To identify circuits and possible PRL regulating genes activated in the PT following LP stimulation, we collected sheep PT tissue 4h after lights on (ZT4) or off (ZT20) after 7 or 28 days of LP exposure and compared transcript levels with those of PT from SP-housed sheep culled at the same time points (ZT4 and ZT12) (Figure 1A). These times of collection were selected to match to the earliest time when robust PRL responses are detected (Day 7), and when PRL responses are close to maximal (Day 28) [4, 9, 10] as shown in Figure 1A. Using a bovine cDNA array previously validated for use in sheep [11], we screened for altered expression of transcripts at each of the above time points following LP exposure, and compared them against SP values. The comparison involved hybridization against a common reference pool (see supplemental experimental procedures) and as a result was only likely to detect strongly differentially expressed genes. Bioinformatic analyses revealed that the majority of significantly displaced genes occurred in the light phase of LP (ZT4) (Table S1). We therefore focused our interest on changes occurring at Day 7 and 28 at ZT4 to annotate significantly altered genes and found 98 known genes altered in expression at Day7 (64 increased, 34 suppressed) and 18 genes on Day 28 (16 increased and 3 suppressed) (Figure 1B, Table S2). We compared our data on transcripts exhibiting altered expression in the PT with data sets of genes known to exhibit strong circadian expression in several different tissues in the mouse (suprachiasmatic nucleus, kidney, liver and aorta) [12, 13]. This sub-set of mouse cycling genes thus represents a core group of clock-controlled genes likely to cycle in most body tissues. A comparison with ovine PT transcripts revealed that approximately 50% of these genes with altered expression on LP are also cyclic in mouse (supplementary Table 2). In mice, the overall proportions of cycling transcripts in different body organs varies, but an extensive recent study using appropriate statistical power to detect cycling revealed that approximately 7% of transcripts cycled in liver, and 1% in pituitary[14]. Our data thus reveal a remarkable enrichment of circadian transcripts in the PT, and highlight the likely critical importance of the circadian clockwork in encoding seasonal time [15].
**Long Day activation of Eya3 in the ovine PT**

On Day 7 and 28, the most strongly up-regulated gene in the array was Eya3 (Figure 1B). In order to define tissue expression with higher resolution quantification and to determine the time course of Eya3 up-regulation in the sheep PT, we examined its expression by *in situ* hybridization in sheep. For this purpose, we set up another cohort of animals kept in SP and then exposed to 1 or 7 days of LP stimulation, and culled 4h into the light phase (ZT4) or 4h into the dark phase (ZT12 or 20 for SP or LP housed animals respectively; Figure 2A). Eya3 expression was specific to the PT region, with no detectable hybridization signal in the adjacent hypothalamus (Figure 2A–C) or distal pituitary (data not shown). On SP, a hybridization signal was detected, with no change between ZT4 and ZT12. Upon transfer to LP, we observed an abrupt increase in expression at ZT4 on Day 1, which was sustained at Day 7 (Figure 2A). In order to define more precisely the temporal expression of Eya3, we collected samples over a 24h period at 4 hours intervals from SP-housed sheep, or 28 days after LP exposure. On SP, Eya3 expression showed no significant variation over 24h (Figure 2B). In contrast, on LP, we observed a strong early day peak (as seen above on Days 1 and 7) as well as a second peak in the late photophase (Figure 2C). These results confirmed the array results on Days 7 and 28, but also provided the information that Eya3 acts as an acute response to photoperiod with an up-regulation on Day 1 onwards (Figure 2A). These data parallel an earlier study in quail in which Eya3 was identified as a first long day response gene in the avian PT [8]. Comparison of LP-activated genes here with the quail data revealed that Eya3 was the only gene in common with both data sets. In our study, Eya3 was the most strongly differentially expressed transcript on the entire array (over 3 to 4 fold; Figure 1B, Table S2). Unlike in the quail, we show that Eya3 is not only activated during the first days of exposure to LP in sheep but continues to provide a sustained marker for LP activation many weeks later and interestingly we also identified a strong biphasic pattern of expression in LP with a peak in the early and late photophase (Figure 2A, 2C).

**Identification of a prolactin-regulating pathway**

Since the identification of factors released by the PT driving the seasonal PRL pituitary secretion in seasonal mammals, the existence of “tuberialin(s)” has remained elusive. We next screened our array data for differentially expressed genes coding for putative PRL secretagogues. We identified TAC1 (*Tachykinin1*, Figure 1B, Table S2) as the only potential candidate gene showing significant up-regulation on Day 28. TAC1 encodes for tachykinins (reviewed in [16]), bioactive peptides including Substance P and Neurokinin A (NKA), which have been shown to be capable of regulating PRL release *in vivo* (reviewed in [17]). Moreover these peptides are in the correct molecular weight range (1–10 kDa) to act as candidate tuberialin(s) [6].

We used *in situ* hybridisation for the ovine TAC1 in the PT to determine more precisely the onset of the effect of LP exposure on its expression. TAC1 has been previously reported to be expressed in the hypothalamus at the mRNA level (in rat, human or monkey [18,19]) and this was confirmed here in sheep (Figure 3A–C) with no significant variation across daytime or photoperiod. In the PT, we did not observe a detectable hybridization signal under SP conditions (Figure 3A). However, following exposure to LP we observed induction in the photophase, moderate on Day 1 and significantly stronger (4–5 fold induction) on Day 7 in the PT (Figure 3A). We next investigated the temporal expression of TAC1 in the PT, using sheep kept in SP or for 28 days in LP as described above. There, TAC1 expression exhibited a 10-fold induction at the onset of the day, with gradual decrease of expression over the photophase (Figure 3C). These data reveal that TAC1 is induced in the ovine PT by LP exposure with a gradually augmented response from Day 1 to Day 7 (Figure 3A) and Day 28 (Figure 3C), matching the rise in PRL secretion over the same time course.
Pituitary responses to tachykinins

Earlier studies have reported Substance P and NKA in the ovine PT and had suggested that these peptides could act as PRL secretagogues [20,21]. Previous studies in rodents showed that Substance P and NKA can act as potent regulators of pituitary hormone secretion. Using sheep as a model, we first confirmed the localisation of both peptides in the PT by immunohistochemistry (Figure 4A–H) and then investigated their effects on the PD cells. We collected ovine pituitary tissue, and treated dispersed cells with NKA or Substance P, using the adenylyl cyclase activator forskolin as a positive control (Figure 4I). As Substance P is known to be cleaved by endopeptidases, we tested here a known bioactive cleavage product of Substance P (Substance P 1-7) [22] (Figure 4I). NKA treatment induced a strong induction of PRL secretion, and of similar magnitude to that observed following forskolin treatment. Although our data showed no significant effect of Substance P on PRL release, SP1-7 caused a significant stimulatory effect (Figure 4I). The action of SP1-7 compared to SP itself suggests the importance of Substance P pre-processing by endopeptidases within the PT. We have recently undertaken a screen for mRNA expressed in the PT using “deep-sequencing” Illumina NGS technology and have identified endopeptidase 24.11, responsible for the cleavage of Substance P into Substance P1-7 [22], as being expressed in this tissue (Burt, Yu, Dupre, McNeilly and Loudon unpublished). This implies that Substance P could be activated in the PT itself. Tachykinins have been described in the hypothalamus and the PD in mammals and their role in PRL regulation has been the focus of several studies (reviewed in [17]). Our data now provide the evidence for specific photoperiod-dependant expression of TAC1 in the PT, consistent with the hypothesis that products of the TAC1 gene (Substance P and NKA) may act as a seasonal PRL regulator on distal lactotroph cells.

Expression of Neurokinin receptors

Three cognate G-protein receptors have been described for tachykinins (NK1-3R binding with differing affinities to Substance P and NKA in the order NK1R: Substance P> NKA; NK2R: NKA>Substance P and NK3R: NKA>Substance P [23]. Using immunohistochemistry, we examined expression patterns for these receptors in the sheep PD (Figure 5). This revealed that NK1-3R were all expressed in the hormone-secreting cells of the sheep pars distalis (PD) (Figure 5). However co-localisation patterns for each of the main pituitary secretory cell types (lactotroph, somatotroph, gonadotroph, thyrotroph and corticotroph) and folliculo-stellate cells, revealed that the major receptor for NKA (NK2R) was localised clearly in corticotrophs, gonadotrophs and at a low level in thyrotrophs, and the major receptor for Substance P (NK1R) in corticotrophs and folliculostellate cells. Although expression of NK2R has previously been reported in a subset of lactotrophs cells in rat PD cultures [24], we were unable to identify co-localisation of NK1-3R in lactotrophs, indicating that the effect of these peptides on PRL secretion is likely to be indirect. Our results also indicate co-localisation for NK1R with corticotroph and folliculo-stellate cells, and also NK3R with gonadotroph cells (Table S3).

Lack of co-localisation of receptors for tachykinins (NK1-3R) to cells of the lactotroph cell lineage suggest that seasonal PRL control may involve an additional intra-pituitary signaling pathway, with NKA and activated Substance P acting on other secretory cell types, which may release paracrine factors controlling hormone secretion from neighboring lactotrophs (Figure 6). Several studies in sheep have shown that prolactin is secreted in a diurnal pattern, with elevated levels in the late day/nocturnal period [25]. Our data here imply that the prolactin-releasing action of tachykinins is likely mediated via intermediate cell types, with unknown temporal dynamics in terms of de-novo RNA transcription and/or local hormone release in target cells of the pars distalis. Thus, rhythmic TAC1 transcripts in the PT over the light phase may be phase-lagged relative to circulating patterns of prolactin. Several NKR-
positive cell types are attractive candidates as intermediate prolactin-regulating cells. For instance, corticotroph cells strongly co-express all 3 NKR and secrete a complex range of POMC-derived gene products, some capable of driving PRL secretion. Further, folliculostellate cells (NK1R-positive) are widely distributed throughout the PD and also PT, and have been implicated in serving a role both as local pituitary stem cells and paracrine regulators [26]. Our data are thus compatible with a model in which seasonal PRL regulation represents a distinctive pituitary circuit, which is separate from that controlling TSH and reproductive changes (Figure S1). Whether such a circuit operates in birds is yet to be ascertained.

**Dual role of PT thyrotrophs in controlling seasonal hormone release**

Our study now places Eya3 as the first common long-day molecular signature for birds and mammals in the PT. EYA operates both as a transcriptional co-factor and as an enzyme (tyrosine phosphatase) [27]. The regulatory potential of such a bifunctional protein is considerable; Eya3 has an important role in photoreceptor differentiation and operates as part of an evolutionarily-conserved gene network in *Drosophila* and vertebrates, controlling tissue development including the eye. EYA3 has recently been shown to act as a key regulator of DNA break-point repair [28]; it is plausible to propose that long-term seasonal changes in neuroendocrine control may in part depend on local tissue photoperiod-driven remodelling events in the PT (as demonstrated in the ependymal region of quail [29]), which within the PT may be controlled by an EYA3-driven pathway. The extent to which EYA3 might be directly involved in regulating of *TAC1* and *TSHβ* gene expression is yet to be ascertained (Figure S1).

PRL has a unique seasonal signature in all vertebrate species as it is consistently elevated by LP stimulation [30]. As such, it operates as the only true LP-regulated hormone. In contrast, pituitary hormones regulating reproductive responses are tuned to the breeding biology of the species and may be activated in spring (rodents) or autumn (sheep). PRL is known to control the moult cycle of hair and feather follicle growth in mammals and birds, and these are strictly seasonal events with similar timing in most habitats irrespective of breeding season (Figure S1). Accordingly, the system we have defined here may operate as a form of seasonal hour-glass, driving annual cycles of PRL to track predictable photoperiod changes. Earlier studies predicted that a photoperiod regulated PRL secreting pathway should be characterized by the identification of a low molecular peptide within the PT region of the pituitary [6], and that the gene encoding this factor should be activated in a PT specific manner by photoperiodic stimulation, and in a pattern consistent with the natural rise in PRL secretion detected in peripheral blood in the weeks following stimulation by LP. A further prediction is that this candidate peptide should be capable of eliciting PRL release from primary pituitary cells in the same species. The data we present are therefore consistent with the hypothesis that tachykinins may serve as the elusive seasonal “tuberalins” driving PRL secretion. Testing the biological action of tachykinins *in vivo* is likely to be highly technically demanding, given the short half-life of these peptides in circulation and the need for local enzymic processing, and may require direct *in vivo* targeting of pituitary structures.

**Highlights**

- Photoperiodically regulated genes at a melatonin target (PT) were identified by array
- *TAC1* and *Eya3* were strongly induced in the PT by long photoperiods
- *TAC1* products (NKA, Substance P) drove prolactin release in lactotroph cells
These peptides may serve as the elusive seasonal prolactin regulator (tuberalin).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Transfer from SP to 7 or 28 days in LP significantly alters circulating prolactin blood levels and gene expression in the PT, in sheep

A. Prolactin (PRL) concentrations in SP and after 7 and 28 days in LP (7LP and 28LP). 30 sheep were maintained under artificial short photoperiod (SP). After 8 weeks, 5 were killed either 4 h after the light onset or 4 h after the light offset (arrowheads). The rest of the cohort (n=20) was transferred to long photoperiod (LP) and groups of 5 animals were killed either 7 or 28 days after the transfer (again 4 h after the light onset and 4 h after the light offset (arrowheads)).

B. Volcano plots representing the alteration in gene expression in the PT after 7 and 28 days in LP with a ratio of expression in SP over LP on the x-axis and the significance of the changes with a False Discovery Rate (FDR) threshold (red line) set at 10% on the y-axis. Eya3 and TAC1 indicated by the arrows show significant alteration in expression after 7 and 28 days in LP for Eya3 and after 28 days in LP for TAC1. See also Table S2 for lists of significantly altered genes in LP.

Dupré et al. Curr Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 May 11.
Figure 2. Quantification of Eya3 mRNA expression in the sheep PT
Quantification and representative expression of Eya3 expression in the sheep PT on coronal 20μM cryostat sections, Scale bar: 200μm. A. Eya3 shows a significant up-regulation in the sheep PT in the light phase (ZT4) on Day 1 and Day 7 of LP exposure. B. Eya3 expression in the PT shows low levels of expression in the PT under SP conditions with no significant variation over 24 h. Insert panel shows expression at ZT3. C. On Day 28 of LP, sampling over a 24 h period shows that Eya3 expression is biphasic with a peak at the early and late light phase (ZT3 and ZT15). Insert panel shows expression at ZT3. Statistical significance was assessed using two-ways ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test for time of the day and photoperiodic effect with ***p<0.001 (A.) and one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test for ZT3 (***p<0.001 ) and ZT15 (###p<0.001 ) compared to the other time points in SP (B.) and in LP (C.).
Figure 3. Quantification of TAC1 mRNA expression in the sheep PT
Quantification and representative expression of TAC1 expression in the sheep PT on coronal 20μM cryostat sections, Scale bar: 200μm. A. TAC1 expression is up-regulated in the light phase (ZT4) in LP compared to SP with a progressive rise from one day in LP (1LP) to seven days in LP (7LP). B. TAC1 expression could not be detected in the PT under SP conditions. The dotted line represents the non-specific background expression as observed with a sense probe. Insert panel shows expression at ZT3. C. TAC1 is strongly expressed in the photophase on Day 28 of LP exposure with a peak in the early light phase and a progressive decline towards the end of the day. Insert panel shows expression at ZT3. Statistical significance was assessed using two-ways ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test for time of the day and photoperiodic effect with ***p<0.001 (A.) and one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test for ZT3 (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001 ) compared to the other time points in SP (B.) and in LP (C.).
Figure 4. Substance P and Neurokinin A are present in the ovine PT and act as potential secretagogues on pituitary cells

Immunohistochemistry for Substance P (A–D) and Neurokinin A (NKA) (E–H) showing that both peptide are expressed in the PT. Pre-adsorption of the antibodies with blocking peptide for Substance P (B.) or NKA (F.) show no specific staining. The dotted line in (A.) represents the limit between the PT (pars tuberalis) and the ME (median eminence). Scale bar = 500 μm (A,B,E,F), 125 μm (C,G), 72.5 μm (D,H).

I. Radio-immuno assays for PRL secretion from ovine pituitary dispersed cells after 1h treatment with Forskolin 10μM (FSK), NKA, Substance P (SP) and a short fragment for Substance P (SP1-7) at 10^{-9}M. Statistical significance against untreated control (Ctl) was set at *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test.
Figure 5. Characterisation of the cell types expressing Neurokinin receptors in the ovine PD

Double immunofluorescence showing expression of NK1, 2 and 3R (red) in the main pituitary cell types (green): lactotrophs (PRL), gonadotrophs (LH), corticotrophs (ACTH), somatotrophs (GH), thyrotrophs (TSH) and folliculo-stellate cells (S100). NK1R is co-localised with ACTH and S100, NK2R with LH, ACTH and TSH and NK3R with ACTH as shown in insert panels. Scale bar =20μm (10μm in the insert panels).
See table S3 for percentage of pituitary cell types co-expressing NK1-3R.